
The banker was placed on the witness stand and sworn in. The plaintiff’s 

(borrower’s) attorney asked the banker the routine questions concerning the 

banker’s education and background. 

The attorney asked the banker, “What is court exhibit A?” 

The banker responded by saying, “This is a promissory note.” 

The attorney then asked, “Is there an agreement between Mr. Smith (borrower) and 

the defendant?” 

The banker said, “Yes.” 

The attorney asked, “Do you believe the agreement includes a lender and a 

borrower?” 

The banker responded by saying, “Yes, I am the lender and Mr. Smith is the 

borrower.” 

The attorney asked, “What do you believe the agreement is?” 

The banker quickly responded, saying, ” We have the borrower sign the note and we 

give the borrower a check.” 

The attorney asked, “Does this agreement show the words borrower, lender, loan, 

interest, credit, or money within the agreement?” 

The banker responded by saying, “Sure it does.” 

The attorney asked, `”According to your knowledge, who was to loan what to whom 

according to the written agreement?” 

The banker responded by saying, “The lender loaned the borrower a $200,000 check. 

The borrower got the money and the house and has not repaid the money.” 

The attorney noted that the banker never said that the bank received the promissory 

note as a loan from the borrower to the bank.She asked, “Do you believe an ordinary 

person can use ordinary terms and understand this written agreement?” 

The banker said, “Yes.” 

The attorney asked, “Do you believe you or your company legally own the 

promissory note and have the right to enforce payment from the borrower?” 

The banker said, “Absolutely we own it and legally have the right to collect the 

money.” 

The attorney asked, “Does the $200,000 note have actual cash value of $200,000? 

Actual cash value means the promissory note can be sold for $200,000 cash in the 

ordinary course of business.” 



The banker said, “Yes.” 

The attorney asked, “According to your understanding of the alleged agreement, 

how much actual cash value must the bank loan to the borrower in order for the bank 

to legally fulfil the agreement and legally own the promissory note?” 

The banker said, “$200,000.” 

The attorney asked, “According to your belief, if the borrower signs the promissory 

note and the bank refuses to loan the borrower $200,000 actual cash value, would the 

bank or borrower own the promissory note?” 

The banker said, “The borrower would own it if the bank did not loan the money. 

The bank gave the borrower a check and that is how the borrower financed the 

purchase of the house.” 

The attorney asked, “Do you believe that the borrower agreed to provide the bank 

with $200,000 of actual cash value which was used to fund the $200,000 bank loan 

check back to the same borrower, and then agreed to pay the bank back $200,000 plus 

interest?” 

The banker said, “No. If the borrower provided the $200,000 to fund the check, there 

was no money loaned by the bank so the bank could not charge interest on money it 

never loaned.” 

The attorney asked, “If this happened, in your opinion would the bank legally own 

the promissory note and be able to force Mr. Smith to pay the bank interest and 

principal payments?” 

The banker said, “I am not a lawyer so I cannot answer legal questions.” 

The attorney asked, ” Is it bank policy that when a borrower receives a $200,000 

bank loan, the bank receives $200,000 actual cash value from the borrower, that this 

gives value to a $200,000 bank loan check, and this check is returned to the borrower 

as a bank loan which the borrower must repay?” 

The banker said, “I do not know the bookkeeping entries.” 

The attorney said, “I am asking you if this is the policy.” 

The banker responded, “I do not recall.” 

The attorney again asked, “Do you believe the agreement between Mr. Smith and the 

bank is that Mr. Smith provides the bank with actual cash value of $200,000 which is 

used to fund a $200,000 bank loan check back to himself which he is then required to 

repay plus interest back to the same bank?” 

The banker said, ” I am not a lawyer.” 

The attorney said, “Did you not say earlier that an ordinary person can use ordinary 

terms and understand this written agreement?” 



The banker said, “Yes.” 

The attorney handed the bank loan agreement marked “Exhibit B” to the banker. He 

said, “Is there anything in this agreement showing the borrower had knowledge or 

showing where the borrower gave the bank authorisation or permission for the bank to 

receive $200,000 actual cash value from him and to use this to fund the $200,000 

bank loan check which obligates him to give the bank back $200,000 plus interest?” 

The banker said, “No.” 

The lawyer asked, “If the borrower provided the bank with actual cash value of 

$200,000 which the bank used to fund the $200,000 check and returned the check 

back to the alleged borrower as a bank loan check, in your opinion, did the bank loan 

$200,000 to the borrower?” 

The banker said, “No.” 

The attorney asked, “If a bank customer provides actual cash value of $200,000 to 

the bank and the bank returns $200,000 actual cash value back to the same customer, 

is this a swap or exchange of $200,000 for $200,000.” 

The banker replied, “Yes.” 

The attorney asked, “Did the agreement call for an exchange of $200,000 swapped 

for $200,000, or did it call for a $200,000 loan?” 

The banker said, “A $200,000 loan.” 

The attorney asked, “Is the bank to follow the Federal Reserve Bank policies and 

procedures when banks grant loans.” 

The banker said, “Yes.” 

The attorney asked, “What are the standard bank bookkeeping entries for granting 

loans according to the Federal Reserve Bank policies and procedures?” The attorney 

handed the banker FED publication Modern Money Mechanics, marked “Exhibit 

C”. 

The banker said, “The promissory note is recorded as a bank asset and a new 

matching deposit (liability) is created. Then we issue a check from the new deposit 

back to the borrower.” 

The attorney asked, “Is this not a swap or exchange of $200,000 for $200,000?” 

The banker said, “This is the standard way to do it.” The attorney said, “Answer the 

question. Is it a swap or exchange of $200,000 actual cash value for $200,000 actual 

cash value? If the note funded the check, must they not both have equal value?” 

The banker then pleaded the Fifth Amendment. 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/4a/Modern_Money_Mechanics.pdf


The attorney asked, “If the bank’s deposits (liabilities) increase, do the bank’s assets 

increase by an asset that has actual cash value?” 

The banker said, “Yes.” 

The attorney asked, “Is there any exception?” 

The banker said, “Not that I know of.” 

The attorney asked, “If the bank records a new deposit and records an asset on the 

bank’s books having actual cash value, would the actual cash value always come from 

a customer of the bank or an investor or a lender to the bank?” 

The banker thought for a moment and said, “Yes.” 

The attorney asked, “Is it the bank policy to record the promissory note as a bank 

asset offset by a new liability?” 

The banker said, “Yes.” 

The attorney said, “Does the promissory note have actual cash value equal to the 

amount of the bank loan check?” 

The banker said “Yes.” 

The attorney asked, “Does this bookkeeping entry prove that the borrower provided 

actual cash value to fund the bank loan check?” 

The banker said, “Yes, the bank president told us to do it this way.” 

The attorney asked, “How much actual cash value did the bank loan to obtain the 

promissory note?” 

The banker said, “Nothing.” 

The attorney asked, “How much actual cash value did the bank receive from the 

borrower?” 

The banker said, “$200,000.” 

The attorney said, “Is it true you received $200,000 actual cash value from the 

borrower, plus monthly payments and then you foreclosed and never invested one 

cent of legal tender or other depositors’ money to obtain the promissory note in the 

first place? Is it true that the borrower financed the whole transaction?” 

The banker said, “Yes.” 

The attorney asked, “Are you telling me the borrower agreed to give the bank 

$200,000 actual cash value for free and that the banker returned the actual cash value 

back to the same person as a bank loan?” 



The banker said, “I was not there when the borrower agreed to the loan.” 

The attorney asked, “Do the standard FED publications show the bank receives 

actual cash value from the borrower for free and that the bank returns it back to the 

borrower as a bank loan?” 

The banker said, “Yes.” 

The attorney said, “Do you believe the bank does this without the borrower’s 

knowledge or written permission or authorisation?” 

The banker said, “No.” 

The attorney asked, “To the best of your knowledge, is there written permission or 

authorisation for the bank to transfer $200,000 of actual cash value from the borrower 

to the bank and for the bank to keep it for free? 

The banker said, “No.” 

The attorney said, Does this allow the bank to use this $200,000 actual cash value to 

fund the $200,000 bank loan check back to the same borrower, forcing the borrower 

to pay the bank $200,000 plus interest? “ 

The banker said, “Yes.” 

The attorney said, “If the bank transferred $200,000 actual cash value from the 

borrower to the bank, in this part of the transaction, did the bank loan anything of 

value to the borrower?” 

The banker said, “No.” He knew that one must first deposit something having actual 

cash value (cash, check, or promissory note) to fund a check. 

The attorney asked, “Is it the bank policy to first transfer the actual cash value from 

the alleged borrower to the lender for the amount of the alleged loan?” 

The banker said, “Yes.” 

The attorney asked, “Does the bank pay IRS tax on the actual cash value transferred 

from the alleged borrower to the bank?” 

The banker answered, “No, because the actual cash value transferred shows up like a 

loan from the borrower to the bank, or a deposit which is the same thing, so it is not 

taxable.” 

The attorney asked, “If a loan is forgiven, is it taxable?” 

The banker agreed by saying, “Yes.” 

The attorney asked, “Is it the bank policy to not return the actual cash value that they 

received from the alleged borrower unless it is returned as a loan from the bank to 

the alleged borrower?” 



The banker replied “Yes”. 

The attorney said, “You never pay taxes on the actual cash value you receive from 

the alleged borrower and keep as the bank’s property?” 

“No. No tax is paid.”, said the crying banker. 

The attorney asked, “When the lender receives the actual cash value from the alleged 

borrower, does the bank claim that it then owns it and that it is the property of the 

lender, without the bank loaning or risking one cent of legal tender or other 

depositors’ money?” 

The banker said, “Yes.” 

The attorney asked, “Are you telling me the bank policy is that the bank owns the 

promissory note (actual cash value) without loaning one cent of other depositors’ 

money or legal tender, that the alleged borrower is the one who provided the funds 

deposited to fund the bank loan check, and that the bank gets funds from the alleged 

borrower for free? Is the money then returned back to the same person as a loan 

which the alleged borrower repays when the bank never gave up any money to 

obtain the promissory note? Am I hearing this right? I give you the equivalent of 

$200,000, you return the funds back to me, and I have to repay you $200,000 plus 

interest? Do you think I am stupid?” 

The banker, In a shaking voice the banker cried, saying, “All the banks are doing 

this. Congress allows this.” 

The attorney quickly responded, “Does Congress allow the banks to breach written 

agreements, use false and misleading advertising, act without written permission, 

authorisation, and without the alleged borrower’s knowledge to transfer actual cash 

value from the alleged borrower to the bank and then return it back as a loan?” 

The banker said, “But the borrower got a check and the house.” 

The attorney said, “Is it true that the actual cash value that was used to fund the bank 

loan check came directly from the borrower and that the bank received the funds from 

the alleged borrower for free?” 

The banker, “It is true”, said the banker. 

The attorney asked, “Is it the bank’s policy to transfer actual cash value from the 

alleged borrower to the bank and then to keep the funds as the bank’s property, which 

they loan out as bank loans?” 

The banker, showing a wince of regret that he had been caught, confessed, “Yes.” 

The attorney asked, “Was it the bank’s intent to receive actual cash value from the 

borrower and return the value of the funds back to the borrower as a loan?” 

The banker said, “Yes.” He knew he had to say yes because of the bank policy. 



The attorney asked, “Do you believe that it was the borrower’s intent to fund his own 

bank loan check?” 

The banker answered, “I was not there at the time and I cannot know what went 

through the borrower’s mind.” 

The attorney asked, “If a lender loaned a borrower $10,000 and the borrower refused 

to repay the money, do you believe the lender is damaged?” 

The banker thought. If he said no, it would imply that the borrower does not have to 

repay. If he said yes, it would imply that the borrower is damaged for the loan to the 

bank of which the bank never repaid. The banker answered, “If a loan is not repaid, 

the lender is damaged.” 

The attorney asked, “Is it the bank policy to take actual cash value from the 

borrower, use it to fund the bank loan check, and never return the actual cash value to 

the borrower?” 

The banker said, “The bank returns the funds.” 

The attorney asked, “Was the actual cash value the bank received from the alleged 

borrower returned as a return of the money the bank took or was it returned as a bank 

loan to the borrower?” 

The banker said, “As a loan.” 

The attorney asked, “How did the bank get the borrower’s money for free?” 

The banker said, “That is how it works.” 

. . . And so it is! 

Source 

Modern Money Mechanics, A Workbook on Bank Reserves and Deposit Expansion, 

by the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago ( see Page 6, Paragraph 6 ) 

” What they do when they * banks/money changers * make alleged loans is to accept 

promissory notes or the “ alleged borrower’s ” promissory note in exchange for 

credits to the alleged borrower’s transaction account (s). Alleged loans / assets and 

deposits / liabilities both rise by the amount of the alleged loan. “  

( alternate link for Modern Money Mechanics ) 

 

 

CONCLUSION; 

One could argue the only consideration the bank risks is the mere cost of publication, 

which is the mere cost to publish a further representation, ( bank money or credit ) , 

that evidences the former issuance of one of our promissory obligations or notes, 

http://www.kickthemallout.com/article.php/Story-How_Bank_Loans_Really_Work
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/4a/Modern_Money_Mechanics.pdf
https://australia4mpe.wordpress.com/category/the-ancient-ruse-of-the-money-changer/
http://www.filesplat.com/.david/shared/CPPRA5TN1GN22ZRLXC6JN9H0A3J6CC4W----ModernMoneyMechanics.pdf


which would,then, amount to about $2 to publish $200,000 the obligor, or the alleged 

borrower creates by their signature issuing a promissory obligation, before the banks 

book entry , where they, the  * banks, money changers * give up no  consideration 

commensurable, or equal, to the debt they unjustly falsify to themselves , however the 

local bank uses the  alleged borrowers credit worthiness or the only lawful 

consideration given up by the obligor, which is the alleged borrowers promissory 

note to , then,  borrow money from a central bank who in turn then publishes a further 

representation, which is a purposed misrepresentation of the former contractual 

obligation, or misrepresentation of the obligors issuance of a promissory note so as to 

then  allegedly loan a further representation or a  misrepresentation , ( bank money , 

credit ) to the alleged borrower. 

The $2 the bank may give up is redeemed in a fraction of the first loan repayment by 

the alleged borrower. 

The interest the central bank charges to the local bank ,( using the obligor’s or 

alleged borrowers consideration to publish the bank money ), is always lower than 

what the local bank charges on an alleged loan to the obligor, or alleged borrower, 

thus, the difference in interest rates is the local banks unearned profit , or unjust 

reward for stealing, & laundering circulation, ( principal & interest ), into the hands of 

the central banking system . 

Both the central bank, & the local banks risk nothing of their own really , the local 

banks always use ” the alleged borrowers  consideration or our promissory notes, 

promissory obligation ”. ( not their own consideration ) , to borrow money that we 

the people always create upon conception. 

No new money ever comes into existence, not until, one of us issues a promissory 

obligation first , thus the bank money, or ANY representation did not even exist, not 

until an alleged borrower walks into a bank , ( money laundering office ) ,& signs a 

promissory obligation FIRST. 

PLEASE NOTE : The obligors promissory obligation or note is not only monetizing 

the liquid equity or represented value , such as a  house for example, but in turn its 

promising the earn ability of the obligors own future production, meaning the obligor 

has the ability to earn that money they initially created & paid into an overall pool of 

wealth  so its physically possible for the obligor to ” pay down ” ( NOT PAY BACK, 

NOT AN I.O.U ) that sum of principal out of an overall pool of wealth & ” rightfully 

retire” that principal at the rate they choose to consume of the related property or 

house,  nevertheless both of which here, the house itself & the obligors  production 

are indeed lawful consideration of value that the bank doesn’t risk or even give up , 

now by a simple matter of rational deduction here we soon see who gives up 

commensurable value, & we conclude its the purported borrower or obligor who is 

backing that note with their own labour & production, now a critique might 

irrationally assume the obligors promissory note is backed by nothing but the house, 

yet the obligor has paid for the house in full from the outset of their promissory 

obligation,,, haven’t they? ( NOT THE BANK )  THE BANK GIVES UP NO 

VALUE ,,,THINK ABOUT IT? .  however I would nevertheless challenge that 

critique’s irrational assumption if we were to simply find anyone who has worked 

hard all their life to fulfill a purported mortgage from a bank & ask them if they 

actually paid the bank nothing or thin air, or if they paid with their hard earned 

https://australia4mpe.wordpress.com/category/mpe-debate-challenge/
https://australia4mpe.wordpress.com/category/mpe-debate-challenge/
https://australia4mpe.wordpress.com/category/mpe-debate-challenge/


blood, sweat & tears, which to the latter here is the same effect what all bank money 

further represents today, or rather what a bank misrepresents in a pretend loan today 

, only ” AS IF ” the bank gave up commensurable consideration themselves, either 

when they the banks allegedly  create money , & or allegedly  loan money to one of 

us. Its preposterous to even remotely suggest that we the people give no value to 

money & property, because that’s what one is irrationally suggesting when they 

assert money is backed by nothing or thin air , aren’t they now folks ?, even when our 

promissory notes or obligations *to each other* are purposely obfuscated by banks , 

they the banks are giving absolutely no  value to money , whether its cash , a 

cheque, purported credit , or even property for that matter, except for possibly the 

mere cost of publication ( publishing further representations of our promissory 

obligations or notes to each other ) if anything, which cost they the bank logically 

redeems in a fraction of the first loan ( alleged loan) repayment by the alleged 

borrower, & thereafter we can be certain beyond any shadow of a doubt the 

remainder of payment[s] allegedly owed to a bank is out right THEFT , but because 

banks give up no value here why would anyone of sound mind suggest that we the 

people are likewise giving up no value on a promissory note or obligation , or not 

giving up the only intrinsic, yet truly natural commensurable value in our labour & 

production?  I mean its irrational to suggest otherwise ,seriously folks,  logically the 

banks wouldn’t be stealing the represented value we give to all money & property in 

phony loans if that value was worth nothing, & to again suggest money is backed by 

nothing or thin air, particularly in its obfuscated state today can only be denying a 

monumental crime of theft by that obfuscation regardles 


